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Issue Highlights ...

IS IT A SOLID  
OR LIQUID? 
It’s both! Our kids experimented with Oobleck, 
a Non-Newtonian fluid that has both properties 
of a solid and liquid depending on whether it’s 
moving. This year’s Take Your Child to Work 
day at the KCNSC involved many engineering 
demonstrations along with educational tours of 
our advanced manufacturing facility ...

SUPPORTING OUR MISSION  
WITH SMALL BUSINESS
Small businesses play a critical role in our 
mission. Every day we rely on a network of 
trusted suppliers and partners essential to 
meeting our national security mission. Our 
Small Business Program is dedicated to 
providing contracting opportunities for small and 
disadvantaged businesses ...

THE ART OF  
SCIENCE AT KCNSC   
Modern art meets science. Engineers at 
KCNSC uses electron backscatter diffraction 
(EBSD) to get a new look at additively 
manufactured stainless steel.  EBSD allows for 
direct measurement of the atomic arrangement 
of a crystalline material.  This provides a unique 
perspective of the microstructure ...

eCONNECTIONS is published by Honeywell, which manages the U.S. Department of Energy’s Kansas City National Security Campus.

read more...

A day at  
Whiteman AFB
The men and women dedicated 
to the mission at the Kansas City 
National Security Campus rarely get 
to see the end result of their hard 
work once it’s deployed in the field.

Thanks to generosity of the 509th 
Bomb Wing at Whiteman Air Force 
Base, a group of 30  employees ...
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HONEYWELL, UNM 
TO TEAM UP ON 
SCIENCE AND 
INNOVATION ...

A DAY AT  
WHITEMAN AFB ...

Contact UsFollow us on ...

The University of New Mexico (UNM) signed a research collaboration agreement with 
Honeywell on June 6, facilitating closer cooperation on research and development of 
new technology to meet national security needs.

“Honeywell has a strong track record of collaborating with universities for recruiting 
students, promoting research, and developing new technologies,” said Provost 
Chaouki Abdallah. “We are pleased to be part of this collaboration which will 
continue fostering innovation and educating tomorrow’s engineers.”

As part of the collaboration agreement, Honeywell will work closely with UNM to 
identify opportunities for technology exchanges, equipment loans, and interactions 
between Honeywell staff and Engineering students and faculty. The agreement with 
UNM is part of a larger Honeywell effort with targeted universities to enable a better 
exchange of ideas, expertise, and equipment with faculty and students to benefit the 
Kansas City National Security Campus.

The men and women dedicated to the mission at the 
Kansas City National Security Campus rarely get to 
see the end result of their hard work once it’s deployed 
in the field.

Thanks to generosity of the 509th Bomb Wing at 
Whiteman Air Force Base, a group of 30 employees 
were invited to the base on May 13 to meet Air Force 
operators and personnel who share our common 
mission and tour the facilities. The day was kicked 
off with a welcome and overview by Brig. Gen. Paul 

Tibbets IV, Commander of the 509th Bomb Wing and 
included a walk-through of Air Traffic Control, a glimpse 
of a B-2 Spirit Stealth Bomber on the flight line and a 
visit to the Minuteman Missile Museum.

The trip was an opportunity for employees to see 
how their jobs are directly tied to national security. 
A reciprocal visit is planned later this year for WAFB 
personnel to visit our facility in Kansas City.

eCONNECTIONS is published by Honeywell, which manages the U.S. Department of Energy’s Kansas City National Security Campus.

Honeywell, UNM to team up on 
science and innovation
Students will get hands-on experience with new technology

A day at Whiteman AFB
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KCNSC TECH TALK: 
ATLAS MACHINE ...

ATLAS TOOLING 
SYSTEM ...

THE ART OF 
SCIENCE AT  
KCNSC ...
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The Art of Science at KCNSC
“All good science is art. And all good art is science.”  – John Fowles

Engineers at the Kansas City National Security Campus have developed a safer 
and more ergonomic way to handle the “trainers” used by the Department of 
Defense to qualify and certify personnel handling weapons. Click the screen shot 
below to check out the Tech Talk video on the KCNSC YouTube channel.

Modern art meets science. Engineers at KCNSC uses electron backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD) to get a new look at additively manufactured stainless 
steel.  EBSD allows for direct measurement of the atomic arrangement 
of a crystalline material.  This provides a unique perspective of the 
microstructure, revealing texture, and grain properties that govern the 
performance of a component. 

Engineers at KCNSC play detective when looking for flaws at the atomic  
level. The dimples seen on the surface of this titanium component are 
the effect of individual atomic flaws clustering to create microvoids 
which can cause failure. 

KCNSC Tech Talk: ATLAS Machine

eCONNECTIONS is published by Honeywell, which manages the U.S. Department of Energy’s Kansas City National Security Campus.

Cutting one atom at a time takes precision to a new level. This scanning 
electron image of a metal particle has been cross-sectioned using 
accelerated gallium ions.  Ion cross-sectioning can remove layers of 
material as small as a few atoms thick to allow for extremely precise 
analysis and manipulation of materials. 

KCNSC’s ATLAS tooling system turns average plant operators into near-
world-record weightlifters.  The Olympic record for weightlifting is 263 kg, or 
580 lbs. (Hossein Rezazadeh, 2004)  ATLAS enables an average operator to 
move subassemblies weighing more than 500 lbs. with a single tool. 
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KCNSC WINS THREE 
MANUFACTURING 
LEADERSHIP 
AWARDS ...

SUPPORTING  
OUR MISSION  
WITH SMALL 
BUSINESS ...
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The spotlight was shining on the Kansas City National Security Campus on June 
8 at the Manufacturing Leadership Awards Summit.

The Manufacturing Leadership Council recognized our achievements with 
awards in three categories, including Big Data & Advanced Analytics Leadership, 
Innovation Process Leadership, and Operational Excellence Leadership.

The awards highlighted recent advancements at the KCNSC in the areas of 
digital manufacturing and 3D printing as well as continuous improvement 
projects that reduce costs, streamline processes and enhance overall safety and 
security of operations.

Now in its twelfth year, the Manufacturing Leadership Council Awards honor 
organizations and individuals that are shaping the future of global manufacturing. 

They look for projects and individual manufacturing leaders demonstrating 
achievement across a wide-array of domains including sustainability, operational 
excellence, innovation, supply chain management and others.

Small businesses play a critical role in our mission. Every day we rely on a network 
of trusted suppliers and partners essential to meeting our national security 
mission. Our Small Business Program is dedicated to providing contracting 
opportunities for small and disadvantaged businesses. 

We are committed to connecting with and mentoring small businesses that 
provide strategic goods and services through our supplier development 
programs. As a result, we consistently meet or exceed our small business goals 
by purchasing 50 percent of goods and services from small businesses, small 
disadvantaged businesses, women-owned small businesses, veterans and 
service-disabled veterans who own and operate small businesses, and HUBZone 
businesses. 

Manufacturing Leadership Council 
Recognizes Advancements at the KCNSC

Supporting our mission with small business

Did you Know? Small businesses make up:

99.7 % of U.S. 
employer firms

64 % of net new 
private-sector

49.2 % of private-
sector employment

42.9 % of private-
sector payroll
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ENGINEERING IS 
MAKING SUMMER 
SCHOOL FUN ...

HONEYWELL 
SHARES SECURITY 
EXPERTISE WITH ...

BOWL FOR KIDS’ 
SAKE PUTS THE FUN 
IN FUNDRAISING ...

IS IT A SOLID OR 
LIQUID? ...
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Engineering is making  
summer school fun

Bowl for Kids’ Sake puts  
the fun in fundraising

Honeywell and the National Nuclear Security Administration are sharing their 
security expertise as a community service to Kansas City businesses who may 
not have access to critical crisis training.

On May 19, Honeywell security representatives from the KCNSC delivered a 
presentation on Active Shooter Awareness/Preparedness Training at the South 
Kansas City Chamber of Commerce meeting. Local business owners learned the 
fundamental tactics, “Run, Hide, Fight” used to survive an Active Shooter event. 

According to an FBI study, nearly 50 percent of the incidents occur in a place 
of business and 70 percent of incidents last less than 5 minutes, often ending 
before law enforcement can respond. This places civilians in the position 
of making life and death decisions and reinforces the need for training and 
awareness education. 

Honeywell has offered to conduct further training onsite with businesses to 
involve their employees with scenario planning if needed.

Honeywell engineers are making summer school fun for middle school students 
in Grandview, Mo. this year. On June 15, students were challenged to build 
and race airplanes with just balloons, tape and a quick lesson in aerospace 
engineering. Flight is a fun way for kids to learn basic scientific principles and 
get hands-on experience with engineering. Last year’s program was so popular 
that they opened the camp to additional students. By the end of the camp, 
about 60 students joined the fun and got in touch with their inner engineer.

On April 9, Honeywell employees at the KCNSC in New Mexico raised over 
$15,000 during the annual Bowl For Kids’ Sake fundraiser.  Honeywell was 
the largest corporate sponsor with 12 teams participating in support of Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of Central New Mexico.

eCONNECTIONS is published by Honeywell, which manages the U.S. Department of Energy’s Kansas City National Security Campus.

Honeywell shares security  
expertise with local businesses  
to aide crisis training

Is it a solid or liquid? 
It’s both! Our kids experimented with Oobleck, a Non-Newtonian fluid that has 
both properties of a solid and liquid depending on whether it’s moving. This 
year’s Take Your Child to Work day at the KCNSC involved many engineering 
demonstrations along with educational tours of our advanced manufacturing 
facility.
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